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Abstract: The application of multi-floor manufacturing (MFM) in huge cities is related to the rational
use of urban areas and the solution to traffic problems. The operation of the city MFM clusters
depends on the efficiency of production and transport management considering technical, economic,
environmental, and other factors. The primary goal of this paper was to identify and analyze the
drivers of sustainable supply chains (SSCs) that influence or encourage the design of sustainable
processes in city MFM clusters under uncertainty in supply chains. This paper presents an SSC
performance model for city MFM clusters under uncertainty. The proposed model is universal and
is based on material flow analysis (MFA) methodology. The presented analysis helps to determine
the conditions for rhythmic deliveries with the use of the multi-IRTs. The coefficients of rhythmic
deliveries for multiple intelligent reconfigurable trolleys (IRTs) and the capacity loss of freight
elevators allow us to periodically assess the sustainability processes in city MFM clusters related to
the flow materials. These assessments are the basis for the decision-making and planning of SSCs.

Keywords: city manufacturing; sustainable processes; supply chain; management; logistics; freight
transport; elevator

1. Introduction

The acceleration of the urbanization of an agglomeration under the conditions of a modern
information society, an increase in the share of high-rise buildings in the urban environment, intensive
urban traffic, the use of advanced technologies, and the high demand for consumer goods all contribute
to the further improvement of multi-floor factories [1–7] and the development of city multi-floor
manufacturing (MFM) [5,6]. The city MFM are defined as one or more production and service
enterprises operating in multi-floor buildings that are located in the residential area of the city.
Some examples of this type of solution include the buildings used industrially in Hong Kong [8] and
the Siemens Healthineers building in Forchheim (Germany) [9].

The green production of consumer goods placed directly at the consumer’s place of residence
reduces urban traffic, the development of small- and medium-sized enterprises, new forms of
production organization [10–13] and transport [14], and, in particular, the emergence of city MFM
clusters and mega clusters [15].

A city MFM cluster is characterized by the presence of a group of multi-floor production and
non-production buildings, a city logistics node in a dedicated residential area of a huge city, connected
by various types of communication and fulfillment of orders for the manufacturing of products
and services for the population and enterprises of the city and agglomeration [15]. Such clusters
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formed in the urban environment are facilitated by the policy of allocating urban enterprise zones,
which offer tax incentives, infrastructure incentives, and reduced rules for attracting investment and
private companies [16], provided that sustainable production is developed, preserving the integrity of
biological and physical natural systems [17].

City MFM clusters are comprised mainly by small- and medium-sized enterprises with different
production orientations, with the presence of similar or identical equipment [18]. This feature
of city MFM clusters promotes business competition, allowing enterprises to use various forms
of manufacturing organization to fulfill customer orders, including the organization of network
production [12].

This paper presents a sustainable supply chain (SSC) performance model for city MFM clusters
under uncertainty. The model is based on the consideration of the freight transport links of city MFM
clusters in the structure of a megapolis and covers the various planning, control, and management
activities required to realize said clusters’ supply chains under uncertainty. The model is an attempt to
better explain the transport links of city MFM clusters in a metropolis framework and, at the same
time, to draw a qualitative roadmap for the realization of their supply chains under uncertainty.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the literature review, including
different concepts and definitions. City MFM clusters in the structure of a megapolis and its internal
and external logistics links are presented in Section 3. A description of the methodology is provided
and discussed in Section 4. Section 5 presents the SSC performance model for city MFM clusters under
uncertainty. Section 6 presents the dimensions of the rhythmic deliveries of freight and the capacity
losses of freight elevator operation. A discussion on the topic, findings, and recommendations for future
research are provided in Section 7. The paper concludes with Section 8.

The literature review was divided into three parts due to the necessity to analyze literature in
three research areas: City manufacturing and accompanying transport, sustainable city manufacturing,
and sustainable supply chains.

2. Literature Review

2.1. City Manufacturing and Accompanying Transport

The city manufacturing process of consumer goods for a city’s population has been known for
a long time and originated in the form of craft production [19]. The increase in the building density
of huge cities contributed to the emergence of MFM in residential areas, which led to multi-floor
facility layout problems [20–24], the optimization of the location of freight elevators [5], and their
selection [25,26], as well as the choice of vertical transport (e.g., pipe and freight elevator) [24].

The tendency to increase the number of floors of city MFM and the limited capacity of a cluster’s
transport system has led to the need to solve problems that emerge from internal and external traffic [27].
It should be emphasized that the use of automated guided vehicles (AGVs) or autonomous mobile
robots (AMRs) for both internal and external traffic (within and outside of city MFM clusters) are
impossible [28]. One of the key solutions to this problem for city MFM is the use of an innovative
transport unit called intelligent reconfigurable trolleys (IRTs) for the following purposes [29]:

• To carry out their assembly and re-equipment considering the requirements of the transportation
and storage of production freight;

• To put together several IRTs in the form of multi-IRTs for transportation by truck or in containers;
• To use different modes of transport (e.g., cranes, freight elevators and trucks, and rail, marine,

and air transport);
• To realize the concept of multimodal and intermodal transport;
• To carry out real-time IRT registration, certification, identification, and monitoring;
• Supply chain management at different levels of the production organization.
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The range of various applications of IRTs results from their versatility as a means of transport of
production freight: Materials, workpieces, components and complete products, finished products and
goods, materials and components for the assembly, operation, repair, and disposal of technological
equipment, and production waste [12,29,30].

The transport in the supply chain within a cluster is aimed at minimizing traffic by increasing
the load factor of IRTs and the light trucks with multi-IRTs, as well as at eliminating traffic between
production buildings. IRTs are loaded/unloaded on the floors of the MFM building and are delivered
by means of freight elevators to the main stock on the ground floor. Then, they are sorted to form
multi-IRTs in a light truck. After delivery by truck to the logistics node, multi-IRTs are disbanded and
re-sorted to form multi-IRTs in a truck or container for the subsequent shipment to customers outside
of the cluster [15].

2.2. Sustainable City Manufacturing

Currently, there is no academic consensus on the definition of sustainable manufacturing. It is
generally accepted that “sustainable manufacturing is the creation of manufactured products through
economically sound processes that minimize negative environmental impacts while conserving energy
and natural resources” [31]. Quite a few definitions of sustainable production are related to the triple
bottom line (TBL) assessment criteria, which simultaneously consider the environmental, economic,
and social dimensions [32–36]. More recently, Machado et al. presented the definition of sustainable
manufacturing as “the integration of processes and systems capable to produce high quality products
and services using less and more sustainable resources (energy and materials), being safer for employees,
customers and communities surrounding, and being able to mitigate environmental and social impacts
throughout its whole life cycle” [37]. Given the above definitions, sustainable city manufacturing can be
defined as the integration of processes and systems in the urban environment for the manufacturing of
products and services in accordance with the established TBL assessment criteria, which simultaneously
consider the environmental, economic, and social dimensions.

The concept of sustainable city manufacturing covers a wide range of issues that are not only
related to the optimization of a product and its manufacturing processes [34,38]. It is also important
to consider both the core and supplemental issues and indicators of sustainable manufacturing [39].
Recently, Cagno et al. proposed a system for measuring the performance in the field of sustainable
development of manufacturing, which covers a fairly large number of indicators, grouped in relation
to the TBL’s pillars [34,40,41]. However, a number of researchers have stressed that indicators covering
all three dimensions of sustainability are less mature compared to tools with one or two dimensions
incorporated [36,42].

2.3. SSC and SSC Management (SSCM)

Sustainable city manufacturing is associated with a very important component of supplemental
processes and subsystems that ensure the SSC and SSC management (SSCM) [27,38,43]. Taticchi et al.
highlighted the supply chain as a key component for sustainability development with the established
TBL assessment criteria [44]. The need to optimize supply chains is related to the high requirements for
the sustainable development of a huge city and the presence of intense urban traffic. It is obvious that
sustainability city manufacturing is also determined by the SSC, just as the optimal (finite) production
performance of city MFM also depends on SSC performance and SSCM. Therefore, the design of
sustainable processes in city MFM clusters under uncertainty in the supply chain is aimed at more
complete use of SSC performance.

The conceptual approach of the SSC is narrowly understood to ensure the delivery of
environmentally friendly materials and products in a circular economy using sustainable transport
systems [27,45]. In a broader sense, the strategy for a conceptual approach of the SSC is also defined by
environmental, social, and economic aspects [16,46–48]. Kim et al. [49] proposed a definition of the
SSC as “a supply chain that not only simultaneously makes a profit and achieves its potential, but it
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is one that also is responsible to its consumers, suppliers, societies and environments by innovative
strategic, tactics and management technologies,” which is well accepted and widely used thus far [50].

In the city MFM cluster framework, it is reasonable to focus on the concept of the SSC performance
indicators, which allows us to assess the sustainability of processes under conditions of supply
uncertainty: The capacity of freight transport, its empty runs and gas emissions, the organization of an
environmentally safe transport infrastructure, etc. [41,44,47,51–53]. The implementation of the SSC
and the decision-making process are carried out considering information about the manufacturing
structure of suppliers and consumers, energy and resource flows, human factors, learning and social
aspects, symbiosis, and spatial context using information and communications technology (ICT) and
cyberphysical systems (CPS) [17,52–54]. The key sources of information for SSC implementation in the
framework of city MFM clusters are the devices for the identification and monitoring of IRT content
and traffic that are installed in each IRT to record and transmit the necessary information for deliveries
in real time using a wireless local network [12,15,29]. Access to the local network is carried out by
means of the corresponding equipment installed in the manufacturing buildings, city logistics node,
and trucks [29]. Specified information support is also used for the implementation of SSCM.

More recently, Sánchez-Flores at al. [53] defined SSCM as “the preservation of balance that may
exist between social responsibility, care for the environment and economic feasibility throughout the
supply chain functions.” However, the definition of SSCM proposed by Carter and Rogers [55] is
more often used: “The strategic, transparent integration and achievement of an organization’s social,
environmental, and economic goals in the systemic coordination of key inter-organizational business
processes for improving the long-term economic performance of the individual organization and its
supply chains” [50,51]. In the framework of city MFM clusters, the goals of SSCM are to “provide
maximum value to all stakeholders, and to fulfill customers’ requirements by achieving sustainable
flow of products, services, information, and capital, as well as enabling cooperation among different
supply chain participants” [41].

The following section describes city MFM clusters in the structure of a megapolis and its internal
and external logistics links.

3. City MFM Clusters in the Structure of a Megapolis

City MFM clusters are formed in the residential areas of the huge cities of a metropolis primarily
to meet the needs of the population of said clusters and in adjacent residential areas in terms of
essential goods. The consumer can order goods from the cluster enterprises via the Internet [10],
with the logistics node providing on time delivery to the end destination [12,15]. The consumer can
also order a similar product in another city MFM cluster of the same metropolis or in other cities and
countries, if the required product cannot be made on the spot or its quality, price, and delivery time are
preferred. It is obvious that the enterprises of city MFM clusters are interested in the development of
innovative products to meet the needs of the local market, which implies their close cooperation with
the advanced technology and education parks (ATEPs) of a huge city to conduct complex research
related to the creation of such products. Such cooperation also involves the participation of said ATEPs
in the development and/or selection of optimal technologies and equipment, the training of personnel,
and consulting support of the enterprises during the production of innovative products, and said
products’ introduction to the market, operation, and disposal [56]. Mutual deliveries of necessary
products, goods, and equipment between city MFM clusters and the ATEPs of a huge city are carried
out through their logistics nodes.

Figure 1 shows a chart of city MFM and mega clusters in the structure of a megapolis (a huge city
and its agglomeration). In addition to the core business, a city MFM cluster can produce components
for enterprises both inside and outside of the cluster, as well as can purchase materials, components,
and equipment. Figure 2 shows the logistics system of city MFM and mega clusters and the logistics
system of a city MFM cluster in the structure of a megapolis.
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Figure 1. City multi-floor manufacturing (MFM) and mega clusters in the structure of a megapolis:
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To streamline internal traffic in the city MFM cluster transportation of industrial goods, light trucks
only are allowed between the logistics node and MFM buildings (Figure 2a). If a group of closely located
city MFM clusters are combined into a city MFM mega cluster, then its enterprises can, if necessary,
interact with all their logistics nodes (Figure 2b). It is also possible to unite a group of closely located
logistics nodes into a city logistics cluster without creating a mega cluster. In this case, it is also possible
for the enterprises of these clusters to interact with all nodes of the city logistics cluster [15].

City MFM and mega clusters are connected to external suppliers and consumers through their
logistics nodes and urban logistics clusters. External suppliers and consumers of city MFM and mega
clusters can be divided into three levels:

• First level—suppliers and customers located within the boundaries of a huge city;
• Second level—suppliers and consumers located within the boundaries of a metropolis;
• Third level—suppliers and consumers located outside of a metropolis.

External suppliers and consumers of the first level interact with city MFM and mega clusters
through logistics nodes and transfer stations for municipal solid waste. Deliveries of production waste
from city MFM and mega clusters to the transfer stations for municipal solid waste are also carried out
through their logistics nodes. Domestic solid waste and waste from non-industrial enterprises and
organizations, including the various city ports, stations, and exhibitions [19,55,56] generated on the
territory of the huge city, are shipped to the transfer stations for municipal solid waste, bypassing the
city logistics nodes [21].

External suppliers and consumers of the second level can interact with the city MFM and mega
clusters through their logistics nodes, for example, delivering materials after recycling from a recycling,
treatment, and energy park (RTEP) or components and equipment to or from industrial and technology
park (ITP) enterprises. In the latter case, direct deliveries to or from ITP enterprises through the
logistics nodes of city MFM clusters are possible. External suppliers and consumers of the third level
interact with the city MFM and mega clusters through logistics nodes located within the metropolis.
Considering the multi-level logistics links of city MFM clusters’ enterprises and the uncertainties in
the supply chains, it is important to plan the production and internal transport capacity to synchronize
and rhythmically supply and reduce the downtime and empty runs of the transport. This is the subject
of the next section.

4. Materials and Methods

The conceptual principles of the SSC design are based on the selection and analysis of the critical
aspects that have the biggest impact on the sustainable processes of city MFM clusters under uncertainty
in supply chains. First, the design of the SSC for city MFM clusters must take into account the potential
bottlenecks in the flow of materials indicating possible countermeasures. The second critical aspect
of the SSC design is related to its sustainability, which is expressed through the reduction of carbon
emissions, the greenhouse effect, and carbon taxes through the rational use of means of transport [51].

The development of the SSC performance model for city MFM clusters under uncertainty is
based on the material flow analysis (MFA) method. The purpose of this analysis is to determine the
conditions for rhythmic deliveries with the use of multi-IRTs and the optimal utilization of freight
elevators in the MFM building of a city cluster [42].

Figure 2 shows the SSC of city MFM clusters comprising the following four process steps:

1. Production (on-floor MFM building);
2. Vertical transport (freight elevator in an MFM building);
3. Consolidation and segregation (transfer and buffer zones in an MFM building);
4. MFM cluster transport (between MFM buildings and an MFM node).

Further research should concern one of the above stages, e.g., freight elevator transport in an MFM
building. The special process role of this stage results from its technological limitations, measured
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by elevator capacity, affecting the throughput of the entire city MFM cluster. Figure 3 shows the
sustainable supply chain (SSC) processes of city MFM clusters.
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The throughput of the SSC for city MFM clusters is limited by the capacity of the freight elevators
of cluster buildings, which are a bottleneck in the supply chain, as well as the need for the technological
integration of transport system elements both inside the cluster (e.g., IRTs, freight elevators, multi-IRTs,
and light trucks) and outside it (e.g., trucks, containers, freight wagons, and barges with multi-IRTs),
taking into account the compatibility of the transported freight [27,30]. Obviously, it is much easier to
increase the production performance by using more modern technological equipment and by increasing
the throughput of trucks by increasing their number. It is much more difficult to increase the capacity
and number of freight elevators with a limited area occupied by the building and the surrounding
area [26].

The following section presents the SSC performance model for city MFM clusters under uncertainty,
which is the basic research tool.

5. SSC Performance Model for City MFM Clusters under Uncertainty

A dedicated internal freight transport system is offered for city MFM clusters, which is a complex
of logistics solutions that combines elements (e.g., IRTs, freight elevators, multi-IRTs, loading and
unloading devices, trucks, and trams) in order to meet the requirements of sustainable development
in the urban environment. The planning of the production performance of the enterprises of city
MFM clusters [25] relates to the capacity planning of internal freight transport system elements and,
above all, the capacity planning of the freight elevators defining the performance of manufacturing [27].
Below, a mathematical model describing the approaches to the capacity planning and synchronization
of logistics processes within city MFM clusters is presented. The model allows for the quantitative
matching of the key elements of a transport system (i.e., freight elevators, IRTs, and trucks) to an MFM
cluster’s needs. As a result, system losses can be minimized and the negative impact of transport
under uncertainty in supply chains can be reduced.

The capacity of freight elevators for a city MFM cluster can be found from the following
expression [27]:

C =
n∑

i=1

FiλE.iεi mi
TR.i

, (1)

Ci =
FiλE.iεi mi

TR.i
, (2)

Cf.i =
λE.iεi mi

TR.i
, (3)
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TR.i =
KC.ifiFi(Fi + 1)
3600KEF.iKEivE.i

, (4)

KC.i = 1 +
vE.i

[
4λE.itE.i + 2

(
2tf.i + to.i + tc.i + tmp.i

)]
fi(1 + Fi)

, (5)

where C is the capacity for a city MFM cluster, IRT/h; Ci is the capacity of freight elevators for the i-th
MFM building, IRT/h; Cf.i is the capacity of freight elevators for each floor of the i-th MFM building,
IRT/h; n is the number of MFM buildings in the cluster; Fi is the number of floors of the manufacturing
part of the i-th MFM building; λE.i is the number of IRTs in the freight elevator in the i-th MFM building,
pcs; εi is the number of freight elevators in the i-th MFM building, pcs; mi, is the coefficient of the
capacity losses of freight elevator operation for the i-th MFM building; TR.i is the time of a round trip
by the freight elevator for the i-th MFM building, h; fi is the inter-floor distance for the i-th MFM
building, m; vE.i is the rate of speed of the freight elevator for the i-th MFM building, m/s; kC.i is the
coefficient of operation time cycle losses for the freight elevators of the i-th MFM building; KEF.i is the
coefficient of the freight elevator occupancy rate; KE.i is the coefficient taking into account the average
weekly downtime of freight elevators falling on their round trip time; tE.i is the IRT loading/unloading
time for the i-th MFM building, s; tf.i is the single-floor trip time, representing the time of acceleration
and deceleration for the i-th MFM building, s; to.i is the door opening time for the i-th MFM building,
s; tc.i is the door closing time for the i-th MFM building, s; tmp.i is the time of the multi-IRT picking
operations on the ground floor area for the i-th MFM building, s.

The performance for city MFM clusters can be determined with the following expression [27]:

P =
n∑

i=1

KO.iKW.iCi, (6)

Pi = KO.iKW.iCi, (7)

Pf.i = KO.iKW.iCf.i, (8)

where P is the performance for a city MFM cluster; Pi is the performance for the i-th MFM building;
Pf.i is the performance for each floor of the i-th MFM building, IRTs/h; kO.i is the ratio of the freight
elevators’ operating loss for the transportation of components for the operation, repair, and replacement
of production equipment in the i-th MFM building; kW.i is the ratio of production waste generation in
the i-th MFM building.

The average picking time for multi-IRTs on the ground floor area for the i-th MFM building of a
cluster can be expressed by:

TP.i =
λT.i
Ci

, (9)

where TP.i is the average picking time for multi-IRTs on the ground floor area for the i-th MFM building
of a cluster, h; λT.i is the number of the IRTs on a light truck for the handling of the i-th MFM building
of a cluster, pcs (IRTs).

Under the real conditions of a city MFM operation, deviations from the average value of picking
time for multi-IRTs are possible, which relates to differences in the time deliveries of freight to the
floors of the building and to uncertainties in the supply chains. Therefore, there is a need to solve
logistical problems arising in the operation of freight elevators, in order to ensure rhythmic deliveries,
which is estimated by the following coefficients:

rP.j.i =
TP.i
TP.j.i

≤ 1, (10)

rPw.i =
w·TP.i∑w
j=1 TP.j.i

≤ 1, (11)
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rPm.i =
m·TP.i∑m
j=1 TP.j.i

≤ 1, (12)

rPy.i =
y·TP.i∑y
j=1 TP.j.i

≤ 1, (13)

where rP.j.i is the coefficient of rhythmic deliveries for the j-th multi-IRTs by freight elevators of the
i-th MFM building of a cluster; rPw.i, rPm.i, and rPy.i are the average coefficients of the rhythmic
deliveries of multi-IRTs by freight elevators for the i-th MFM building per week, month, and year,
respectively; TP.i is the average picking time for multi-IRTs on the ground floor area for the i-th MFM
building of a cluster, h; TP.j.i is the actual picking time for the j-th multi-IRTs on the ground floor area
for the i-th MFM building of a cluster, h; w, m, and y are the number of multi-IRTs shipped by freight
elevators for the i-th MFM building per week, month, and year, respectively.

The average values of the rhythmic delivery coefficients for the day, week, month, and year are
used to evaluate the effectiveness of the supply chain management for each city MFM building of a
cluster. The actual capacity of freight elevators per year for a city MFM cluster can be found from the
following expression:

CA.y = λT.iλ
n∑

i=1

rPy.iCi, (14)

Cy.i = rPy.iCi, (15)

where C is the actual capacity per year for a city MFM cluster, IRTs/h; Ci is the actual capacity of freight
elevators per year for the i-th MFM building, IRTs/h.

The coefficient of the rhythmic deliveries of IRTs by freight elevators can take the following values:
rP.j.i > 1, if only the lower floors of the MFM building are handled; rP.j.i ≤ 1, in other cases. In the first
case, there is an overflow of the area for multi-IRT picking on the ground floor that makes it difficult to
handle freight operations. In the second case, the downtime of light trucks and the overflow of their
loading/unloading zone are possible. In this part, both cases of the rhythmic deliveries of IRTs by
freight elevators of an MFM building are considered, with the full handling of each floor without an
analysis of supply uncertainty. Full handling of a building floor includes the delivery of an IRT by
the freight elevator from the ground floor and the shipment of the prepared IRT to the ground floor.
In this case, it is important to fully load the freight elevator IRT in both directions of the transportation,
while the number of IRTs in the freight elevator or the presence of freight in the transported IRTs or
their occupancy do not matter. In other cases of loading the freight elevator with IRTs, floor handling
is partial, which is typical for the conditions of uncertainty in supply chains.

Figure 4 shows timing diagrams of freight elevator trips and multi-IRT picking times for the i-th
MFM building of a cluster. Figure 4a shows charts of the complete sequential handling of the building
floors by freight elevators, starting from the ground floor and ending with the last (i.e., 16th) floor of
the i-th MFM building. Due to the different trip lengths of the freight elevators, the actual picking time
for the multi-IRTs on the ground floor area for the i-th MFM building of a cluster are non-constant.
It is obvious that for the actual picking time for the first to fourth multi-IRTs on the ground floor area,
the following conditions are met: TP.1.i < TP2.i < TP.3.i < TP.4.i.
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Figure 4. Diagrams of the freight elevator trips and multiple intelligent reconfigurable trolleys
(multi-IRTs) picking time for the i-th MFM building; T, time; TP.i, average picking time for multi-IRTs
on the ground floor area for the i-th MFM building of a cluster; TU.i and TL.i, upper and lower bounds
of the multi-IRT picking time; TP.1.i, TP2.i, TP.3.i, and TP.4.i, the picking time for the first to fourth
multi-IRTs; NR, the number of round-trip cycles). (a) Sequential operation of freight elevators with a
non-constant multi-IRT picking time; (b) flexible operation of freight elevators with a constant multi-IRT
picking time; (c) sequential asymmetric operation of an even number of freight elevators with a constant
multi-IRT picking time; multi-IRTs; (d) flexible operation of freight elevators with predetermined limits
for changing the picking time of multi-IRTs; (e) mixed operation of freight elevators with a combined
cycle configuration for multi-IRT picking.

The higher the number of floors of the production part of the building, the greater the difference
in the values of picking time for the multi-IRTs and the greater the decrease in the rhythm of their
shipment, which entails the complexity of the internal transport system operation of the cluster.
Therefore, a flexible operation (Figure 4b) and the sequential asymmetric operation for an even number
of freight elevators (Figure 4c) with a constant picking time for multi-IRTs are recommended.

The simplest solution to the problem of rhythmic supply with full handling of the building floor
and the presence of an even number of several freight elevators is to use them for the arrhythmic
handling of floors. For example, with one freight elevator handling the first floor, and currently the
second handling the last floor of the building. With this asymmetrical operation of freight elevators,
the average value of the actual multi-IRT picking time would be TP.i (or approximately equal to TP.i in
the case of an odd number of production floors of a building).

The flexible operation of freight elevators with a constant multi-IRT picking time (Figure 4b)
is preferred when it is not possible to implement the full handling of floors in a strictly established
sequence. In such cases, it is necessary to find a combination of full handling of the building
manufacturing floors that would provide a constant multi-IRT picking time. Under the real operation
conditions of the MFM buildings of a cluster, it is not always possible to find such a combination
of full handling of floors. Therefore, the flexible operation of freight elevators with predetermined
limits for changing the multi-IRT picking time (Figure 4d) is recommended, which regulates the search
for a suitable combination of full handling of the building floors within the time limits acceptable
for the rhythmic operation of freight transport. The expansion of time limits for multi-IRT picking
contributes to a decrease in the performance of a city MFM building due to a decrease in the capacity
of freight elevators. Therefore, time limits for multi-IRT picking are set empirically and may vary
slightly during the operation of a city MFM building depending on the production. If there are several
freight elevators in said MFM building, it is possible to operate them in a mixed mode (Figure 4e),
if this contributes to increasing the rhythm of deliveries.

The recommended modes of freight elevator operation contribute to improving the rhythm of the
deliveries with full handling of building floors of city MFM clusters. In the situation of uncertainty
in supply chains, the efficiency of freight elevator operation may be reduced due to its empty runs
in cases of partial handling of the manufacturing floors of buildings. In the next part, the ways to
improve the efficiency of the SSCM for city MFM clusters under uncertainty are considered.
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Two freight elevators (1) are adjacent to the ground floor area (2) of the building, which is divided
into two transfer zones (3) and a buffer zone (4). In the transfer zones (3), the IRTs (5) and multi-IRTs (6)
are delivered from freight elevators and light trucks (7) through an overpass (8). The direction of the
IRT transfer is indicated by the arrows in Figure 5. During the loading and unloading operations in the
transfer zones (3), the IRTs from the freight elevators are shipped to the buffer zone (4) in accordance
with the plan for multi-IRT picking. When the buffer zone is filled to the size of a multi-IRT, it is
shipped simultaneously with the arrival of the IRTs from a light truck in the free transfer zone in the
direction of one of the freight elevators. In this case, the role of the buffer zone is performed by the free
transfer zone of the specified freight elevator.

The area of the transfer and buffer zones determines the number of IRTs in the multi-IRTs and the
capacity of light trucks. It is obvious that the number of the IRTs in the light truck for the handling of
the i-th MFM building of a cluster is determined under the following conditions:

λT.i ≤ 2λTZ.i, (16)

λT.i ≤ λBZ.i, (17)

where λTZ.i and λBZ.i refer to the number of IRTs in the transfer and buffer zones, respectively, of the
i-th MFM building of a cluster, pcs (IRTs).

A decrease in the utilization rate of freight elevators in the MFM buildings of a cluster in the face
of uncertain supply is associated with their empty runs. To reduce the empty runs of freight elevators,
it is recommended to use them in a quasi-full handling of the manufacturing floors of the building
instead of their partial handling. Quasi-full handling of the manufacturing floors of the building by
freight elevators is understood as handling in which the freight elevator is sent up or down to the
ground floor of the building when fully loaded with IRTs, and only on the building floors are they
handled partially. For example, a freight elevator fully loaded with IRTs is sent from the ground floor
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to any floor of the building and only unloaded there, then sent to another floor (or other floors) of
the building, where it is fully loaded by other IRTs before being sent down to the original floor. It is
obvious that such a freight elevator run is planned (strategic planning) by the operator of the logistics
node of a city MFM cluster in order to pick multi-IRTs for their transportation, and is implemented
by freight elevators and loading and unloading operators based on control commands received from
transmitting devices of the IRTs.

The actual capacity of the freight elevators of the i-th MFM building of a cluster corresponds to
the theoretical value Ci obtained by Equation (2), with the value of the coefficient of the rhythmic
deliveries equal to 1. Obviously, if all freight elevator deliveries of IRTs were carried out only in one
direction, the actual capacity of the freight elevators of the i-th MFM building of the cluster would be
reduced by two times compared to the theoretical value Ci.

The following coefficients to estimate the capacity losses of freight elevator operation for the
selected period (week, month, or year) during the quasi-full handling of the manufacturing floors of
the MFM buildings of the cluster under supply uncertainty are recommended:

0.5 ≤ mw.i =

wR∑
NR=1

[
1−

FER.i

(1 + Fi)Fi

]
≤ 1, (18)

0.5 ≤ mm.i =

mR∑
NR=1

[
1−

FER.i

(1 + Fi)Fi

]
≤ 1, (19)

0.5 ≤ my.i =

yR∑
NR=1

[
1−

FER.i

(1 + Fi)Fi

]
≤ 1, (20)

0.5 ≤ mw =
n∑

i=1

wR∑
NR=1

[
1−

FER.i

(1 + Fi)Fi

]
≤ 1, (21)

0.5 ≤ mm =
n∑

i=1

mR∑
NR=1

[
1−

FER.i

(1 + Fi)Fi

]
≤ 1, (22)

0.5 ≤ my =
n∑

i=1

yR∑
NR=1

[
1−

FER.i

(1 + Fi)Fi

]
≤ 1, (23)

where mw.i, mm.i, and my.i are the coefficients of the capacity losses of freight elevator operation for
the i-th MFM building of the cluster per week, month, and year, respectively; mw, mm, and my are
the coefficients of the capacity losses of freight elevator operation for the city MFM cluster per week,
month, and year, respectively; FER.i refers to the empty runs of freight elevators for round-trip cycles
for the i-th MFM building of the cluster, h; NR refers to the number of round-trip cycles of the freight
elevators for the i-th MFM building; w, m, and y refer to the number of round-trip cycles of the freight
elevators for the i-th MFM building per week, month, and year, respectively.

In fact, the coefficients rp and m obtained using different equations characterize the same SSC
process and, therefore, their values are the same. The difference lies in the method of obtaining the
source data for their calculation. Obviously, the one that is the most convenient for machine calculation
can be used.

The freight elevators of the MFM buildings are a bottleneck in the supply chain. Therefore,
the design of sustainable processes of city MFM clusters under uncertainty in supply chains is aimed
at making the most of the freight elevators’ throughput. Minimizing the empty runs and downtime
of freight transport in city MFM clusters reduces energy and fuel consumption, as well as harmful
emissions and freight traffic.
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To demonstrate the practical use of the presented model, the following section shows an example
of calculating the parameters of rhythmic deliveries and the utilization of freight elevators.

6. Dimensions of Multi-IRT Rhythmic Deliveries and the Utilization Rate of Freight Elevators

Table 1 shows the initial data for calculating the parameters of SSC performance and the average
multi-IRT picking time on the ground floor area for five- and ten-floor manufacturing buildings.
The obtained parameters of the SSC make it possible to simulate the values of the coefficients rp and
m for various scenarios of the city MFM building handling by the freight elevators. Scenario 1 (Sc 1)
involves 100% partial handling of all floors of the manufacturing building; Scenario 2 (Sc 2) involves
60% partial, 20% quasi-full, and 20% full handling of all floors of the manufacturing building; Scenario
3 (Sc 3) involves 40% partial, 40% quasi-full, and 20% full handling of all floors of the manufacturing
building; Scenario 4 (Sc 4) involves 100% quasi-full handling of all floors of the manufacturing building;
Scenario 5 (Sc 5) involves 20% partial, 40% quasi-full, and 40% full handling of all floors of the
manufacturing building; Scenario 6 (Sc 6) involves 20% partial, 20% quasi-full, and 60% full handling
of all floors of the manufacturing building; Scenario 7 (Sc 7) includes 100% full handling of all floors of
the manufacturing building.

Table 1. Parameters of sustainable supply chain (SSC) performance and average multi-IRT picking time.

Option F kC TR (h) C (IRT/h) TP (h)
rp.w = mw

Sc 1 Sc 2 Sc 3 Sc 4 Sc 5 Sc 6 Sc 7

1 5 12.2 0.6 8 0.75 0.5 0.65 0.7 0.75 0.8 0.85 1.0
2 10 7.1 1.22 8 0.75 0.5 0.65 0.7 0.75 0.8 0.85 1.0

Initial data: f = 3 m; ε = 1; m = 1; λE = 1; KEF = 0.9; KE = 0.95; vE = 0.63 m/s; tE = 30 s; to = tc = 2 s; tmp = 92 s;
λT = 6; Sc 1–7—Scenario No 1 to 7.

The results obtained in the present study show the same TP parameter values for the five-
and ten-floor manufacturing buildings. This means that the production performance of each floor
of the five-floor manufacturing building can be twice as large as that of the ten-floor building.
Thus, the production performance of each floor of the manufacturing building decreases with an
increase in its number of floors.

Increasing the share of full and quasi-full handling in the total handling of the production floors
contributes to the comparison of the coefficient rp and m values, which allows us to increase the SSC
performance and the production performance of the city MFM building of a cluster in direct proportions.

The discussion and conclusions of the results obtained herein are presented below with additional
findings, limitations, and further future research recommendations.

7. Discussion

The identification and monitoring of IRTs (tracking, tracing, and placing) and the freight
transported by them (e.g., their properties, quality data, measurement, and compatibility of
transportation with other freight in multi-IRTs, as well as the need for sorting in logistics nodes) in
real-time are crucial and generally essential for service-oriented SSCM [12,14,25,30,57–62]. Recording
and transmitting devices in the IRT continuously inform all interested parties about the transported
freight and their condition using ICT, including global (Internet) or local area networks. In fact,
both the operator control during cargo handling operations and the control of freight elevators are
carried out directly from IRT transmission devices. Such information can be recorded and stored
using blockchain technology, which allows for the creation of common, secure, decentralized registers,
autonomous digital contracts, and reliable and secure networks, as well as supporting transactions
between partners [63–66]. The reliable replenishment and storage of complete information about a
product throughout its life cycle is a key element of blockchain technology and an important aspect
not only for SSCM, but also for the global sustainable development of society [55,64,67,68].
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The sustainable development of city MFM clusters, producing essential goods for the population
of a huge city, is important in the environmental, social, and economic aspects [40]. Within the
framework of this concept, it is important to maintain the sustainable development of products for the
population at the stage of supply to consumers, subject to the use of sustainable elements of the internal
transport system of the cluster [27]. This approach requires criteria for identifying the best option for
selecting multi-IRTs to effectively implement SSCM for a city MFM cluster under uncertainty.

One of the effective means of simplifying decision-making procedures for the picking of multi-IRTs
is the specialization of production buildings of city MFM clusters in terms of the storage and
transportation of goods, including production waste, that are compatible with storage conditions.
Sorting production waste at the enterprises of a city MFM cluster leads to the presence of mixed IRT
freight, which requires sorting them in the logistics node of the cluster. To reduce the cost of sorting
freight in the logistics node of a cluster, it is also advisable to specialize city MFM buildings of the
cluster by waste materials so that such sorting is performed in the transfer area of the building [21].

8. Conclusions

This study presented the concept of sustainable process design in city MFM clusters under
uncertainty in supply chains. The role, place, and main innovative, information, distribution,
and transport links of city MFM clusters within huge cities and their agglomerations were considered.
The research included the main technological areas of city MFM clusters, namely, manufacturing
buildings, MFM, information and transport systems, and the city logistics nodes. These important
points and the links between them are covered by a supply chain management system adapted to the
needs of huge cities that wish to maintain their production functions and, at the same time, to ensure
the sustainability of the main and auxiliary manufacturing processes.

The proposed model of SSC performance for city MFM clusters is universal and takes into account
the uncertainty of deliveries. The coefficients of rhythmic deliveries for multi-IRTs and the utilization
of freight elevators allow us to periodically assess the sustainability processes in city MFM clusters
related to the flow materials. These assessments are the basis for the decision-making and planning
of SSC.

This study presented the problem of sustainable process design in city MFMs cluster under
uncertainty in supply chains in terms of the smart control and planning of IRT flows, ensuring rhythmic
deliveries and minimizing losses of the capacity of freight elevator and light truck operation. The main
limitation of this study is that the presented calculation model did not cover the entire supply chain
and referred to the bottleneck that is elevators in the MFM building. Additionally, several key issues
were not adequately examined, such as issues of the compatibility of the transportation of various
freight in multi-IRTs, including production waste. Post-production and other waste should be the topic
of further research.
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